phenomena as neo-liberty, it putalbeit brieflya provisional stylistic category of derogatory implications into circulation.
Within a few years, the local tempest over Casabella's support of unorthodox views of modern architecture spilled beyond the Milan and Turin axis and indeed beyond the confines of Italian academic and print culture.^In 1959, Reyner Banham added fuel to the controversy when he pejoratively labeled a wide range of expressive experimentation within postwar Italian architecture that did not square with his idea of the true vocation of modernism as "Neoliberty." For Banham, Neoliberty was evidence of architectural revivalism and, as such, a regression from architectural modernism. 6 Thus, while neo-liberty had merely represented the reaction of one critic to one aspect of a heterogeneous and exploratory approach to modern architecture as pursued by two architects, Neoliberty represented tout court the Italian retreat from modern architecture.B etween the turn of events around the challenges to Rogers's editorial mandate, the coining of the neo-liberty style, Banham's polemic and beyond, there remains as yet unexamined an eclecticism of ideas that nurtured the diversity of architectural forms explored by Italian architects in the late 1950s. The architectures espoused as neo-liberty were authored as conscious deviations from the path of "formalistic modernism. "^Paradoxically, these formal deviations were launched as critiques of modernism's deviation from its original social and moral imperatives. Architects pursued formal experimentationsdeemed as eclectic, revivalist, or historicistas a critique of the perceived degeneration of modernism into a reductive and abstract style unrelated to contemporary reality. Young Italian architects such as Vittorio Gregotti, Aldo Rossi, Guido Canella, Aimaro Isola, and Roberto Gabetti reconsidered the tradition of modern architecture from a variety of viewpoints, but they all converged upon a shared belief: that in contemporary experience there, in fact, no longer existed anything new. 9 That the dominant form of early modernism was ideologically bound up with the idea of the new is well established.
The call for modern architecture to be of its time was, in part, responsible for the entrenchment of a tradition based on the ever-begetting potential for newness. 'o For some critics, the relentless undialectical pursuit of the new, under the "veil of temporal succession," petrified into a conceptual scheme comprised of a "never-changing core," which despite external appearance was, in fact, ever the same.'i What offense did neo-liberty perpetrate against the tradition of the new? It questioned the conception of time as the temporal succession of the forever new. Time might be irreversible, but irreversible time was not to be understood in architecture as the linear progression or the advance of technological invention that naturally spawned new forms.
The technologically innovative might not be equivalently reflected in formal invention. 12 The subjection of architecture to the antihistorical tradition of the newthat is, to the irreversible time of avant-garde rupturewas here displaced by an idea of architecture as a bearer of history made in the present.
There are two histories inextricably bound in this investigation. The first is that of Casabella Continuita and Ernesto N. Rogers's pursuit of the tradition of modern architecture. The second is the naming of neo-liberty, an event that demarcates an increasingly critical attitude toward Rogers's editorial mandate and his emphasis on history, as his detractors put it. When in 1953-54 Rogers re-introduced Casabella after a nearly seven-year hiatus, he promised to uphold a publishing policy that presented the worl< of "major exponents of modern architectural thought" and of "younger and less mature but promising talents" as equally significant contributions. '^A gainst exclusivity, Rogers argued for an interpretation of architectural history as an "open horizon," for to dwell on "masterpieces" would be "to arbitrarily falsify the historical process."''* Central to Rogers's position was the notion of historical continuity grounded on the belief of modern architecture as a tradition.
An architecture that was both rooted in tradition and was of its time was poised against architectural formalismthat of traditionalism or idealismand against the "a prioristic" approach to design, that is, an approach that presumed formal or constructional attributes in advance of cultural and social-historical conditions. '6 Rogers wrote:
But the real problem arises when people persist in recognizing the "style" of the Modern Movement from figurative appearances and not from the expression of a method seeking to establish new and clearer relations between content and form within the phenomenology of a pragmatic and open process, a process which rejects every l<ind of a priori dogmatism. '6 Rogers's "phobia of formal codification" guided his pursuit of a method capable of including the diversity that had characterized modern architecture from its inception.'L Rogers's support of architectural diversity was held responsible for influencing the turn of Italian architects toward historical reference and eclectic forms of composition. For example, in L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui of September 1957, the same month as Gentili's letter, a photograph of the Borsa Valori (Stock Exchange! by Gabetti and Isola was accompanied by a comment that claimed the building as representative of a violent reaction against contemporary architecture and as an affirmation of the "extravagant doctrine" supported by the editorial policies of Casabella (Fig.   2 ).^8 In fact, Rogers had twice voiced his lack of appreciation for the work of Gabetti and Isola. '^He had claimed that, formal appearances aside, Gabetti and Isola's architecture presented a personal position and not a method. 20
Their predilection for historical motifs was driven by taste. The work was autobiographical and literary. Furthermore, it was undialectical and thus could not adequately represent the reality of the times.
Gabetti and Isola's architecture seems to have pushed Rogers's already generous perspective on the relation of history to contemporary architecture to its extreme limit. 21 Today it is ironic to note that two of the most contentious works, the Borsa Valori (1953-561 (Figs. 2, 3) and the Bottega d'Erasmo (Figs. 4, 5) , built when the architects had recently graduated from the Polytecnico of Turin, have enjoyed a sustained appreciation for their elegant composition and structural sophistication. Both are located in the center of the industrial city of Turin in northern Italy. The Bottega is a five-storey building sited on a trapeziodal infill lot located in a perimeter block that is unusual in Turin's urban typology. The client's antiquarian bookstore occupies the first and second floors, and the remaining floors contain private apartments. Undoubtedly, the facades were the cause of consternation among architects and critics. The street face is distinguished by bow-shaped windows and balconies, finished with wrought-iron railings, and crowned with Luserna stone attached by galvanized hinges. The back presents an undulating facade of balconies reminiscent of Gaudf's Casa Mila (Fig. 4 ). Borsa Valori, on the other hand, is composed of an eclectic selection of architectural references borrowed from the lexicon of modern architecture. 22 While the facade of the Bottega reads as a surface articulated through decorative brickwork and through details that climax in a slate and copper slopebacked roof, the Borsa takes advantage of its freestanding position to explore expressive form ( Fig. 2 ). 23 Dominated by volumetric forms, a white rectangular mass sits on a dark gray rusticated base and is topped off by a curvilinear roof that appears to float effortlessly. It conjures an ambiguous reference to Le Corbusier. The span over the interior floor of the stock exchange was achieved by means of a structural assembly reminiscent of Anatole de Baudot, or Viollet le Due's proposal for an assembly hall, or Horta at the Maison du Peuple (Fig. 3 ). The hanging lights and other interior details are reminiscent of Aalto's work or Berlage's Stock Exchange. The Bottega more distinctively owes some t5 /LOBSINGER debt to the Amsterdam School or the Wagnerschule and only vaguely recalls Raimondo D'Aronco's Liberty-style pavilion for Turin's International Exhibition of 1902. That these two very different works were designed during a three-year period would be disconcerting for those critics and architects who held an idealized conception of the technical and formal progression of modern architecture.
What reasoning supported this experimentation with architectural form?^'' In a letter published by way of introduction, Gabetti and Isola admitted a keen interest in the works of the pioneers of modern architecture for "the possibilities they offered. "25 This interest was not compelled by admiration for the enunciation of the "word" over the "event" but for the realization of "complex achievements. "26 From this letter one knows that behind their architectural reasoning are concepts plucked from readings in existentialism and phenomenology. 27 That concrete acts are the substance of events within architectural history counters the a priori designation of style, that is, the "word" over and above the "event. "28 By means of philosophical concepts, they argued that their architecture was not only to be of its time but was also to present "a non-retrievable past" within "a horizon open toward a future yet to be disclosed. "29 Their architectural eclecticism hinged on the existential conception of choice. To choose in the present from the possibilities offered throughout architectural history required the architect to bracket off the pastto suspend all preconceptions of the natural attitude and about received forms or prejudices about realityfor the task of choice. 30 Framed in this way, the highly selective employ of materials, architectural vocabulary, and detail could not be viewed as merely eclectic but as representative of "the present as an isolated occasion within history. "3' A strong identification exists between these statements and the views promulgated by the Italian existentialist philosopher Nicola Abbagnano who stated, for example, that "if an event does not have characteristics which allows it to be recognized as something unique and not repeatable, it belongs to all times and to none; its chronological location is irrelevant. "32
Here the idea of the unique is not to be conflated with newness or novelty; rather, the unique is the result of individual acts of choice that situate the author and the architecture in the present. Architecture as a non-repeatable event was thought to offer subtle resistance to the universalizing imperative of academic modernism as a movement. 33 lt countered the proselytizing "word" with the factual "event," while the employ of unassimilated forms countered the modernist propensity to totalization. S"! The l(oine of the Bottega or the "kaleidoscopic" references assembled in the voluble Borsa were acts of resistance within a world confirmed through standardization and repetition to being ever the same. 35 Thus, architecture as the ensemble of choices demarcating the event punctuated the ideology of modernity and the anti-historical mandate of the tradition of the LOBSINGER/ 4 7 In an unpublished text of 1959, Aldo Rossi examined the problem of "the tradition of the anti-tradition of the new" to argue that the principles of the Modern Movement had been "deformed" during its early evolution. 3'' For Rossi, early modern architecture conveniently fell into a misalignment with the idea of modernity. Characteristics associated with modernity as a nineteenth-century phenomena, such as novelty, technological innovation, and progress had become conflated with and reified as the architectural principles of the Modern Movement. These principles, married to the notion of the architect as innovator, were extended systematically to become integral to modern architecture as a style. 38 The idea of tradition in architecture, negatively characterized as building for permanence, was usurped for the ideal of innovation. From this moment stems the modernist aversion for eclecticism and revivalismthat is, for anything that appeared as a repetition of the past. 39
Paradoxically, the tradition of modernismto be innovative, to be of its timewas now itself not merely outmoded but Dwelling, in the proper sense, is now impossible.... The functional modern habitations designed from a tabula rasa are living-cases manufactured by experts for philistines, or factory sites that have strayed into the consumption sphere, devoid of all relation to the occupant: in them even the nostalgia for independent existence, defunct in any case, is sent packing.... From a distance the difference between the Vienna Workshops and the Bauhaus is no longer so considerable. Purely functional curves, which have broken free of their purpose, are now becoming just as ornamental as the basic structures of Cubism. "2 The vanguard achievements of the Modern Movement are here cast aside to argue that to proceed as if nothing has changed is to deny the reality of technique that dominated modern culture. Following Adorno, Rossi posits that the conflation of modernity, modern architecture, and technologically deployed rationality was thrown into doubt by the mass destruction and suffering experienced during World War II. The same technological hubris, Rossi points out, was responsible for the vast expanse of housing quarters on the seemingly endless peripheries of Milan and Turin. ''P ostwar mass-produced housing revealed that the distance between factory-like housing and the factory, or between the ideological foothold of functionalist claims and those of ornament-driven architectures was annihilated within the massification of culture. They appeared like the disposability of "old food cans."'''' For many of the young Italian architects who grew under the mentorship of Rogers's Casabella, the ideology of the new was most evident in the reified and conventionalized forms of academicized modern architecture. That architecture was codified and distributed much like the assemblyline items produced for mass consumption. There is not much built evidence to put these interpretations to the test. The projects by Giorgio Raineri, Gae Aulenti, the studio of Gregotti, Meneghetti and Stoppino, as well as Gabetti and Isola as published in Casabella 219 all t8 /LOBSINGER share some formal traits: decorative brici^work, pitched roofs of varying styles, odd-shaped, punched or bow windows, irregular floor plans, and details more closely aligned with the Amsterdam School or Aalto rather than the decorative flourishes of the Liberty style (Figs. 6, 7) .5i The main sources of evidence for the so-called neo-liberty are the exchanges scripted in response to Banham's attack. In these texts, architects and critics took the opportunity to examine not only neo-liberty but the turn within contemporary Italian architecture toward revivals, spontaneous forms, and the eclectic use of forms and details in general.^2 jhat architects of the postwar generation turned to formal experimentation as a protest against the Modern Movement and against mass culture was well understood if not always found sympathetic. For example, acknowledged in a critique titled "Trucchi e galateo di un 'aufklarung' milanese" ("Tricks and Good Manners of an Enlightened Milanese"! is an adherence to the writings of "... Gramsci, Lukacs, Sartre, Argan, and Adorno (the professors they substitute for the fathers of the church or as an infallible Pope in the dispute of the Milanese)" to launch critiques of the "triumph of the machine" and to support "their regression as a critique of interiority."^^This same review warns that theory-laden architecture may, in fact, be an intellectual alibi that allowed the architects to evade the current social-cultural situation. Three years earlier, Eugenio Gentili had been less understanding of Gabetti and Isola's turn to philosophical concepts to underwrite their architectural experimentation. Gentili denounced their work as "a kind of timid architecture which refuses to look at the possibly unpleasant reality of our times and imagines that it is building something serious while it is merely hiding behind the daisies; it is pure literary snobbery. "5* By the early sixties all the talk about the odd formal experiments called neo-liberty was well over. The sources of critique had certainly changed, but one aspect took hold and evolved: the quest for a theory of architecture that engaged philosophical concepts to understand the material reality of architectural production and the city became more rigorous and focused. A generation of Italian architects mentored under the auspices of Rogers and Casabella, a generation which matured within the dramatic economic and cultural transformations of northern Italian cities, understood that to be of one's time did not entail the mimetic reflection of surface effects of an ideologically suspect modernity. Rather, the conflation of modernity and modern architecture posed a seemingly insurmountable challenge to the realization of a truly contemporary architecture.
In conclusion, it remains to be asked: what affront did the architecture of Gabetti and Isola pose to the more conservative architects and critics? Gentili's designation of neo-liberty as a monstrous fruit imputes a sense of excess and over-ripeness to this architecture, that is, an architecture "deviated from the assumed natural form or character. "^5 lt was denounced as an "excessive stylistic and decadent indulgence. "56 However, if neo-liberty was indeed culpable of a formal transgression against modern architecture, it was a violation based on a normative conception of modern architecture. More likely, the formal attributes of neo-liberty, both in their ambiguous reference to recent history and eclectic assemblage, contravened the conception of the progressive unfolding of time as evidenced in the formal and technical innovation of architecture. Neo-liberty put this notion of time and thus architectural progress out of joint. Its confusion of time through ambiguous historical references presented an overabundance of signification. This presentation of heterogeneous and uncontrollable meanings challenged an idealized view of the Modern Movement and of modern architecture as a style transparently relatedby means of techniqueto its time.
Neo-liberty's deviation, however, is only apparent since such a claim relies on an assumed correctness of a particular normative strain of modernism. It was precisely the false premises of this exclusive view of modernism that Rogers's Casabella was poised to amend. The modernist dismissal of tradition and history were for Rogers a falsification of the diversity always already existing within architectural modernism. Likewise, the making of a universal style, a repeatable abstract idea of architecture was, as the young Aldo Rossi argued, the original deformation of the Modern Movement. The continued adherence to this architectural logic was, in the postwar era, evidence of the "exhaustion" and "dissolution of the Modern Movement. "^'L OBSINGER/ 19 Notes All translations are by the author unless specified otherwise. Conversations with Vittorio Gregotti (Milan) . Professor Carlo Olmo (Polytecnico di (March 14-27, 1960) (New York: Verso, 1994 ): 235-38, Minima Moralia was translated to Italian in 1954 by Giulio Einaudi. Note that many Italian architects of this period read and employed philosophical concepts in a creative manner. For example, they might freely cite Adorno, Sartre, and Husserl. all positively, within the same context. Given Adorno's position on the latter two philosophers, this may seem count- 
